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Article

Patrick Franklin

Understanding the Beginning in
Light of the End: Eschatological
Reflections on Making
Theological Sense of Evolution
Patrick Franklin

This article proposes that a trinitarian eschatological hermeneutic, applied to the doctrine
of creation, helps us to make sense of evolution theologically. From this perspective,
the Holy Spirit incessantly draws creation to the Father’s intended destination for it
(new creation) through the cosmic, creative-redemptive work of the Son. This article first
develops the proposed hermeneutic in dialogue with scripture and trinitarian theology.
It then commends the hermeneutic as a way forward in resolving theologically three
important issues in the science-faith dialogue concerning evolution: (1) it avoids both
a deistic naturalism/materialism and a crude supernaturalist interventionism with
respect to God’s interaction with creation; (2) it provides a rich theology of nature while
avoiding the pitfalls of pantheism; and (3) it helps us to account theologically for the
existence of death as a naturally occurring phenomenon intrinsic to creation.
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My proposal, while developed differently, is com
patible with the “proleptic” theology of Ted Peters,
in which God is “constantly engaged in drawing
the world out of nonbeing and into existence with
the aim of consummating this creative work in the
future. God’s present work in and for the world
anticipates the final work.”4 Similar to Peters, I argue
that there is an eschatological dimension to all of
God’s creative activity. I wish to offer a complemen
tary perspective that highlights the significance of
pneumatology within a trinitarian framework for
thinking theologically about God’s interaction with
the physical world.5 Moreover, I offer my own escha
tological reading with the aim of helping evangelical
readers navigate their way through some apparent
difficulties that evolution poses for traditional beliefs
about creation, human beings, sin and death, and
Adam and Eve.

Creation in Eschatological
Perspective
Creation as the Continuous Work of the
Triune God
Creation is the continuous work of the Triune God.6
Two trinitarian doctrines are relevant for the pres
ent discussion, namely the doctrine of the unity of
operations and the doctrine of appropriation. The
former states that all three persons of the Trinity
are involved in everything God does outwardly,
while the latter specifies that each divine person is
involved in every divine activity in a particular,
characteristic way. Moreover, the patterns of divine
activity that we observe in the economy of God’s
dealings with creation in salvation history (economic
Trinity) mirror but do not exhaustively disclose the
patterns of relation inherent within God’s own inner
life (immanent Trinity). With respect to creation, we
can express God’s activity of creating with the fol
lowing trinitarian formulation: the Father creates
through the Son and in the Spirit.7 God’s creative
activity originates with the Father, is given concrete
expression through the Son, and is accomplished in
the dynamic, creative power of the Spirit.8 In Gen
esis chapters one and two, we observe this formula
implicitly at work in the narratives as the Father
speaks creation into being with his Word and his
Breath (cf. John 1:1-3; Col. 1:15-17; John 3:5-8; 4:10;
6:63; Rom. 8:2, 11; Rev. 22:17).9

In terms of appropriation, of the three divine per
sons, the Holy Spirit is most closely associated with
animating and preserving life and then drawing
all of creation toward its eschatological goal.10 As
Thomas Oden puts it,
Wherever the one God, Father, Son, and Spirit,
works to realize, accomplish, and consummate
what God has begun and continued, that action
is more properly ascribed in Scripture as the
movement of the Holy Spirit.11

Thus, the eschatological hermeneutic proposed in
this article focuses particularly on the person and
work of the Holy Spirit.12

Early Christian creeds refer to the Holy Spirit as “the
Lord and Giver of Life.”13 This title for the Spirit is
closely related to scripture’s portrayal of the Spirit
as the breath of God who gives breath to all liv
ing things.14 The Spirit offers, supports, nurtures,
strengthens, and guides all of life, whether plant,
animal, or human, according to their own specific
natures.15 Paul alludes to the Spirit as the breath of
life in 1 Corinthians 15:45 when, quoting Genesis 2:7,
he refers to the first man as a “living soul.”16 Gen
esis 6:17 (the beginning of the flood account) refers
to God’s plan to destroy “all flesh in which is the
breath of life.” Job 32:8 refers to the “spirit in a mor
tal” as “the breath of the Almighty.”17 Further, if God
“should take back his spirit to himself, and gather to
himself his breath, all flesh would perish” (Job 34:14
15). The Psalmist draws out the parallel between the
breath of life and the Spirit of God: “When you take
away their breath, they die and return to their dust.
When you send forth your Spirit, they are created”
(Ps. 104:29, 30). Ecclesiastes 12:7 states that upon
death “the breath returns to God who gave it.”

In the New Testament, the Spirit is likewise closely
associated with breath and life, as applied to both
regeneration and consummation (the latter through
resurrection and glorification). John 3:5-8 connects
the Spirit to the spiritual rebirth of the person who
enters the kingdom of God. In John 4, Jesus refers to
the Spirit as a spring of living water gushing up to
eternal life (vv. 10, 13-14). In John 6:63, Jesus says,
“It is the Spirit that gives life; the flesh is useless.”
In Romans 8:11, Paul says that the same Spirit that
raised Christ from the dead “will give life to your
mortal bodies also through his Spirit that dwells in
you.” And in Revelation 22:17, the Spirit and the
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Bride say “come,” and all are invited to drink the
water of life.

The Spirit’s work in drawing human beings to their
eschatological consummation includes transforming
what is perishable into what is imperishable. For, as
Paul writes in 1 Corinthians 15: “What is sown is per
ishable, what is raised is imperishable ... It is sown
a physical body, it is raised a spiritual body” and
“flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God,
nor does the perishable inherit the imperishable”
(vv. 43, 44, 50).18 For much of Protestant and evan
gelical theology, the problem Paul is here addressing
is the sinfulness of human beings, which he connects
with their being perishable and incapable in them
selves of possessing eternal life in God’s kingdom.
Much of the Protestant tradition has also assumed
that without the problem of human sinfulness,
human beings would possess inherent immortal
ity, a view which often depends on interpreting
Genesis 1-2 as recording an idyllic state of original
innocence and perfection. I wish to affirm the first
assumption but challenge the second.
Certainly, Paul does connect the current impover
ished state of the human condition with the problem
of sin.19 It is clear from Paul that sinful human beings
cannot receive eternal life in the kingdom of God
without having been saved by the death and resur
rection of Christ in the power of the Spirit. To affirm
this, however, is not of logical necessity to affirm
that without sin human beings would possess intrin
sic immortality. On the contrary, if we follow the
symbolism of Genesis 2 closely, we see that human
beings do not possess intrinsic immortality,20 but are
radically dependent for their continuing existence
upon God, the source of all life (as represented by
the tree of life in Genesis 2).21 Even without sin, they
still require “salvation,” in a sense, in order to be
transformed from perishable to imperishable bodies.
From this perspective, “Genesis 3 can best be read
as one not of lost immortality but of a lost chance for
immortality.”22 Thus, human salvation is primarily
about deliverance from sin (and sin does pervade
human existence), but it is secondarily about deliver
ance from perishability and corruptibility.
To be clear: it is not that being perishable is sinful;
rather, as perishable beings we are in need of eschato
logical consummation and completion. God created
us perishable and corruptible, but predestined us
in Christ to be imperishable and incorruptible.
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Joel Green clarifies, “This transformation is not the
release from the human body of a nonperishable
soul, but the resurrection of the human person as
‘a body for the realm of the Spirit.’”23 The writings
of the early church fathers support this position.24
For example, Athanasius writes that human beings
were created “by nature corruptible, but destined,
by grace following from partaking in the Word, to
have escaped their natural state, had they remained
good.”25 It is also supported by many modern bibli
cal scholars and theologians, who argue in various
ways that the notion of the intrinsic immortality of
the soul derives not from the Bible but from Greek
philosophy (i.e., Platonism).26

The Creation of Human Beings
When we explore and reflect on the biblical account
of the creation of the world and of human beings,
we discover that God creates a dynamic creation,
one that God intends to grow and develop over
time. Moreover, God intends human beings to play a
crucial role within this developing creation.27 Amaz
ingly, scripture regards human activity as being
essential to the full flourishing of God’s creation.28
God creates human beings to share in his work of
continuous creating.29 Of course, humans do not par
ticipate in God’s unique work of creating ex nihilo;
rather, their role is to participate in the ongoing
development of creation by managing, directing,
shaping, and cultivating what God has made, in
ways befitting God’s own purposes and character—and this includes participating in shaping their
own destiny as human beings.30 To see this, we will
briefly consider the portrayal of human beings as
stewards, priests, and gardeners in the early chapters
of Genesis.
First, many biblical commentators and theologians
have pointed out that the declaration in Genesis 1
that human beings are made in God’s image occurs
together with the mandate to have dominion over
the earth (Gen. 1:26).31 Moreover, Psalm 8:3-8 indi
cates that God made human beings to be rulers over
God’s created works. In light of such texts, Middle
ton asserts that “the fundamental human task is
conceived as the responsible exercise of power on
God’s behalf over the non-human world.”32 Middle
ton explains that in the ancient Near Eastern culture,
ruling over the earth had to do primarily with the
development of agriculture and animal husbandry
(the basis of human societal organization), but it also

included by extension the advancement of culture,
technology, and civilization.33 Such ruling does not
merely serve human plans and ambitions (certainly
not exploitative ones) but must faithfully represent
God’s goals and purposes for creation. Human rule
over the earth is not sovereign kingship but faith
ful stewardship. Human beings were created to be
God’s stewards or vice-regents, God’s counterparts
here on Earth.34
Second, Genesis 1 portrays the created universe as
God’s temple and human beings as priests of creation.35 Rikki Watts suggests that the depiction of
creation as a temple is unsurprising when one con
siders the contextual realities of the ancient world
as well as the ancient belief that the actions of kings
paralleled the cosmic activity of the gods. In such
ancient societies, it was the king who defeated ene
mies and provided protection, who upheld the law,
and who supervised the construction of barriers to
restrain the floods. Moreover, upon establishing his
kingdom and entering into victorious rest, the king
would build a palace for himself and a temple for
his nation’s deity.36 This pattern resembles the Gen
esis account of God differentiating, restraining, and
ordering creation to function as God’s temple-palace,
in which God comes to dwell and to rule on the day of
Sabbath rest.37 Watts finds additional support for the
temple-palace depiction of creation in the forming of
humanity in the image of God. In the Ancient Near
East, the last thing placed within a temple was the
image of the deity, who was then invoked to indwell
the temple.38 Similarly, in Genesis 1, God forms the
human being in God’s own image as the culminating
act of creation; in Genesis 2, God breathes the divine
Spirit into the human creature to impart life and to
call it into blessing (Sabbath rest) and dominion.39

In his recent books, The Lost World of Genesis One and
the more detailed Genesis One as Ancient Cosmology,
John Walton lends further support to the idea that
scripture depicts creation as God’s temple-palace and
human beings as God’s priests and stewards.40 Wal
ton argues that Genesis 1 should be interpreted not
as an account of the material origins of creation, but
as an account of God establishing creation’s proper
functioning and purpose.41 Walton’s crucial insight
is that Genesis 1, being representative of ancient
cosmology, operates with a functional ontology and
is thus function-oriented.42 Similarly, Middleton
observes, “The underlying picture is of God as a cos
mic ruler of a harmonious, well-functiong realm.”43

Walton and Middleton view Genesis 1 as a temple
text, in which the six days of creation culminate
on the seventh when God “rests” from his creative
activity and thereby takes up residence in God’s cos
mic temple.44 The function of human beings in this
context is to be priests of God’s temple (creation).45

While the image of steward or vice-regent highlights
the human vocation of ruling creation on God’s
behalf, the image of priest suggests that authen
tic governance requires worship of the one and
only Creator God.46 Thus oriented and motivated,
authentic human governance of creation is worship.
Moreover, as priests, human beings act as “wor
ship leaders” within creation, coming alongside all
of creation to shape and direct it to further glorify
and to worship the Creator. Conversely, an autono
mous and idolatrous orientation (wherein humanity
has attempted to usurp God’s rightful place) leads
inevitably to the corruption of governance, the des
ecration of God’s temple (creation), and disorder in
creaturely relationships. Accordingly, in the con
text of “fallen” creation, human beings as priests of
creation (fallen yet redeemed in Christ) are called
to resist the destructive undoing of creation in both
nature and human culture, and to call and direct cre
ation toward redemption in the new creation (note
that this calling, in the case of humans, requires
repentance and regeneration).47

Third, Genesis 2 portrays human beings as garden
ers who are needed to “work the earth” in order
for things to grow.48 According to Paul Evans, this
necessity for cultivation recalls God’s commission
in Genesis 1:28 for humans to “subdue” the earth,
which suggests that “creation from the beginning
was ‘wild,’” that “some coercion on the part of
humans was necessary,” and that “this subduing
would change and develop creation over time.”49
This image of taming and shaping the wild fits with
the portrayal of human beings as gardeners. As
James Peterson suggests,
A garden is more ecologically complex than a
wilderness. As with a wilderness there is an
intricate interrelationship of life-forms and energy,
but a garden has the added dimension of the
gardener’s intent. Human beings are placed in
a unique position of being part of the earth. We
are from the dust and to dust we shall return. Yet
human beings are uniquely created in God’s image
(Gen. 1:27-31).50
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Beautiful and fruitful gardens do not simply come
into existence by themselves without intervention.
They require the hard work of gardeners to plant and
cultivate them. Thus, the garden imagery in Genesis
suggests that God intends human beings to develop
what God has made, not to leave it alone in some
supposed pristine natural state. This mandate does
not grant human beings license to treat the natural
world any way that they wish. “The earth, like the
garden, is God’s gift to us ... ‘Stewardship’ in an
environmental context must mean that humans act
as caretakers of the earth, not as lords over it.”51
Extending the gardener metaphor, human advance
ment in art, culture, architecture, medicine,
technology, the human and physical sciences, and
the general pursuit of knowledge are seen in a posi
tive light. As Middleton argues,
The Bible itself portrays the move from creation
to eschaton as movement from a garden (in Gen
esis 2) to a city (in Revelation 21-22). Redemption
does not reverse, but rather embraces, historical
development. The transformation of the initial
state of the earth into complex human societies is
not part of the fall, but rather the legitimate cre
ational mandate of humanity. Creation was never
meant to be static, but was intended by God from
the beginning to be developmental, moving to
ward a goal.52

As with the rest of creation, God created human
beings to advance and develop over time. In addi
tion to the three metaphors for human beings found
in Genesis 1-2 (steward, priest, and gardener), early
church fathers such as Athanasius and Irenaeus
provide a fourth metaphor. They believed that God
created human beings, not in a state of full matu
rity and perfection, but in a developmental stage of
infancy or childhood. Irenaeus argued that the cre
ation of human beings in the image of God points
not to a static quality or possession but to a dynamic
reality toward which they are moving.53 Osborn
explains, “While Adam is in one sense perfect, the
possibility of further perfection is set before him.”54
This image was present in human beings at creation
in embryonic form as a promise of what would later
be realized more fully through their union with
Christ in the Spirit.55 It would reach full maturity
only at the final resurrection and is therefore ulti
mately an eschatological reality.56

Irenaeus links the re-creation of sinful human beings
in the image of Christ to Christ’s redemptive work of
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recapitulation, whereby Christ assimilated or “took
up [humanity] into himself” and thereby restored
human beings by means of his incarnation, life, death,
resurrection, and ascension.57 Jesus Christ came to
“recapitulate” human existence—being born as an
infant, growing into adulthood, and then dying a
human death—in order to live the truly genuine and
faithful human life that sinful men and women had
failed to live and thereby to “accustom” humanity to
God and God to humanity.58 He incorporated fallen
humanity into his own life of faithfulness before the
Father, demonstrated how we ought now to live as
creatures renewed in his image, and pointed the way
forward to our eschatological future as mature image
bearers.59 Consequently, God’s original intention
that humans be stewards, priests, and gardeners of
creation is reaffirmed, but with renewed gratitude,
focus, hope, and power, because of their union with
Christ by the Spirit and their glorious eschatological
destiny.60

Making Theological Sense
of Evolution in Light of an
Eschatological Hermeneutic
Now it is time to ask how this trinitarian, eschato
logical hermeneutic helps us to make theological
sense of human evolution. I will suggest three ways
in which it does this.

1. It avoids deistic naturalism/materialism
and crude supernaturalist interventionism.
The debate over creation and evolution in recent
history, especially but not exclusively at the popu
lar level, has all too often been tainted by the use
of aggressive and combative rhetoric to promote
extreme positions (i.e., young-earth six-day creation
ism versus atheistic evolution).61 This has given rise
to the unfortunate (and mythical) popular impression
that science and the Christian faith are inherently
incompatible.62 Both of these extreme positions are
prone to reductionism. The evolutionary atheist
focuses almost exclusively on physical reality and
downplays or ignores the significance of nonphysical
or spiritual reality (material reductionism) whereas
the creationist focuses almost exclusively on spiritual
reality and downplays the significance of physical
reality along with the insights and discoveries of
the sciences that carefully and methodically study it
(supernatural reductionism).63

In contrast, the trinitarian eschatological hermeneu
tic promoted in this article pushes back against both
of these extremes. It suggests that the Spirit of God
pervades all of reality, giving breath to all created life
and acting with sovereign love and freedom to shape
and direct the unfolding of creation and human des
tiny. The Spirit’s activity should not be understood
in crude interventionist terms, in which a god of the
gaps intervenes from “the beyond” to create every
living organism by means of a special, unique act of
divine intervention. Rather, the Spirit is continually
present and active within the created order in sustain
ing the world and drawing it toward fulfillment.64
Much of the time, the Spirit’s work in this regard
goes unnoticed and may well be scientifically undetectable.65 Sometimes, however, the Spirit’s presence
and power intensifies in order to actualize and/or to
make manifest specific intentions or communications
of the divine will (e.g., prophecy, miracles, the con
ception, incarnation, and resurrection of Christ).
In a recent article in Pneuma, Canadian Pentecostal
theologian Andrew Gabriel employs the metaphor
of intensification to provide a more coherent theo
logical account of how Spirit baptism, as found in the
New Testament book of Acts, relates to the Spirit’s
presence generally in the rest of the Bible and espe
cially in the Old Testament.66 His thesis is that Spirit
baptism is a particular experience of the intensifica
tion of the presence and power of the Spirit of God,
which already pervades and upholds all of reality
and animates all life (e.g., Jer. 23:24; 1 Cor. 2:10; Eph.
1:23; 4:6).67 Gabriel demonstrates that in the Old Tes
tament, God’s Spirit (ruach) animates not just human
life, but all of life. The Spirit’s animating presence
intensifies among human beings in a unique way,
and further intensifies with respect to particular
human beings for special purposes (e.g., fills, comes
to rest upon, empowers, and brings visions, pro
phetic utterances, and acts). So, already within the
Old Testament, we observe sequential, subsequent
fillings—or better, intensifications—of the Spirit’s
presence and power.
In the New Testament, we observe further intensi
fications in fulfillment of Old Testament prophecies
proclaiming the Spirit’s future coming in power
(e.g., Joel 2; cf. Acts 2). We see it in the ministry of
Jesus, in the conversion of people to Christianity
(e.g., 1 Cor. 12:3; John 3:5-6), in the life and minis
try of the church and individual Christians whom
Paul exhorts to be continually filled with the Spirit

(Eph. 5:18), and finally, in the experience of Spirit
baptism in Acts.68

We can employ Gabriel’s intensification model con
structively to discuss the Spirit’s activity in guiding
creation in a manner that is active and intimate
without being crudely interventionist.69 In the inten
sification view, the Spirit is the one who undergirds
and supports all life and reality, including the physi
cal laws of nature. Thus, the “miraculous” does not
introduce a radical disruption into nature, as in the
special arrival of a God who is usually elsewhere (the
“beyond”) and inactive (such that natural laws are
“broken” and the structure of the physical realm is
violated by God “breaking in”). Rather, the miracu
lous, the charismatic, and the mystical are instances
of the intensification of the presence and power of the
Spirit, who already pervades and upholds the universe.70 Thus, the concept of intensification allows for
a more nuanced and holistic understanding of God’s
interaction with physical and spiritual reality.71

2. It provides a rich theology of nature while
avoiding the pitfalls of pantheism.
One of the things that many Christians find threat
ening about evolution is that it gives an important
place to chance (e.g., random genetic mutation, natu
ral selection influenced by changing ecosystems and
environments), which is difficult to explain from
the perspective of much of traditional theology. For
some, accepting the role of chance would threaten
their understanding of God’s sovereignty.

A trinitarian, eschatological hermeneutic helps us
to account theologically for the chaos, randomness,
and chance (perhaps the writer of Ecclesiastes would
add “meaninglessness”!) that we observe in the
natural order—particularly in evolution. One of the
fascinating things about evolution is that it involves
a dynamic interplay between chaos and order,
randomness and self-organization, chance and purpose.72 Often popular or high-school-level literature
places an undue, one-sided emphasis on the ran
domness of evolution. However, this is misleading,
because the randomness within evolution works
only because it is combined with nonrandom natural
laws and processes. “Evolution happens within the
given necessity of natural law,” according to John
Polkinghorne.73
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Arthur Peacocke similarly writes, “One might
say that the potential of the ‘being’ of the world is
made manifest in the ‘becoming’ that the operation
of chance makes actual.” Then, reflecting theologi
cally on the significance of this, he writes, “Hence
we infer God is the ultimate ground and source of both
law (‘necessity’) and ‘chance.’”74 In addition, while ran
domness is crucial to evolution at the microbiological
level of genetic mutation, it does not characterize
the overarching direction of evolutionary history.75
In fact, evolution has certain propensities that favor
consistent, progressive outcomes.76 The universe, it
seems, is on a journey: its trajectory is not aimless
but progresses toward increased complexity and the
flourishing of life.77

Far from being a problem for Christian theology
by threatening God’s sovereignty, chaos and ran
domness, as intrinsic elements of creation, actually
ensure it. From this perspective, “Chance is just a
shuffling mechanism for exploring potentiality.”78
As an “open system” creation neither locks God out
nor imprisons God within the bounds of the created
order.79 God remains sovereignly loving (thus imma
nent) and sovereignly free (thus transcendent). The
Spirit’s intimate presence within creation, to draw
and guide it toward its eschatological consumma
tion through creation’s own natural processes, does
not entail that the Spirit is enmeshed with creation,
as in pantheism. The mainstream Christian tradition
rightly stresses that divine being and created being
cannot be conflated or mixed. Moreover, panentheism is also misleading, because the present created
order is not wholly sacramental: to be sure, it is filled
with the presence of God and declares God’s glory
(Psalm 19), but it is also entangled with the reality
of evil and, as such, its mediation and revelation of
God’s presence and character remain distorted and
ambiguous.80
To illustrate the way that God interacts with the
order and openness of the world to direct it accord
ing to his purposes, Polkinghorne appeals to
information systems theory. He writes, “God may
be seen as interacting with creation by the input of
information within its open history.”81 Such infor
mation exercises top-down control over the system
without violating the processes inherent within the
system. Similarly, we could employ a computer anal
ogy in which hardware parallels the physical world;
software, the natural laws, forces, and processes that
govern the world; and input capacities, the openness
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of the system to the direction of God (as the user or
programmer). Notice that in this analogy the soft
ware not only depends on the physical hardware to
run, but also exercises top-down control over it via
its programs and information inputs.82 Such analo
gies, while imperfect, help us to think about God’s
interaction with the world in a way that preserves
both God’s immanence and transcendence.

3. It helps us to account theologically for the
existence of death as intrinsic to creation.
On the basis of evidence obtained across a wide
range of scientific fields, contemporary scientists
infer that death is a naturally occurring event, intrin
sic to all creaturely life. Moreover, death is not a
relatively recent phenomenon in the history of cre
ation, but existed long before the arrival of human
beings and extends all the way back to the emer
gence of simple cell life some 3.5 billion years ago.
Furthermore, the universe itself is inherently finite
and has, in its future, a definite, foreseeable end.
Polkinghorne observes that, ultimately, “the whole
universe is condemned to a final futility, either as
a result of the bang of collapse back into the Big
Crunch or as a result of the whimper of decay into
low-grade radiation, expanding and cooling for
ever.” Thus, “if things continue as they have been,
it is as sure as can be that all forms of carbon-based
life will prove to have been no more than a transient
episode in the history of the universe.”83 In addition,
our own sun on which all life on Earth is dependent
for existence has a limited life-span (about five bil
lion more years).84

Thus, it seems that the world that God created is
a finite, mortal one, in need of deliverance from
decay, corruptibility, and perishability. As I argued
earlier, part of the Spirit’s work in drawing human
beings to their eschatological consummation is
to transform what is perishable into that which is
imperishable. Moreover, creation itself awaits such
deliverance. As Paul writes, “creation itself will be
set free from its bondage to decay and will obtain
the freedom of the glory of the children of God,”
whereas in the meantime “we know that the whole
creation has been groaning in labor pains until now”
(Rom. 8:21-22). Salvation includes transformation
from mortality to immortality; and immortality
is a gift and a goal, not an intrinsic endowment of
human beings, possessed from the outset of their

existence.85 This insight can alleviate some of the
discomfort Christians feel when considering the uni
versal pervasiveness of death throughout the history
of creation. However, other problems remain, three
of which I will address briefly now.

First, some see the pervasiveness of death in the history of
evolution as being wasteful, meaningless, disheartening,
and perhaps even depressing. But surely this is to see
the glass half empty. For one thing, such a perspec
tive overlooks the beauty and diversity of life that
the evolutionary process has made possible. A flower
is not wasted because it withers and dies; its with
ering and dying is a necessary part of the cycle of
seed-bearing life. The incredible variety of creatures
throughout the ages has been a source of delight
and enjoyment to God, even if many species have
long since vanished and are known to us now only
through the fossil record. In addition, the “glass half
empty” view of death in evolutionary history over
looks the amazing persistence of life, despite all odds
stacked against the probability of its emergence.86

Scientists have observed that the emergence of life
requires an extremely “fine-tuned” universe, one
that is so statistically improbable that we rightly mar
vel with awe and wonder at the fact that we actually
exist and indwell such a universe. So, in light of this
remarkable fact, the truly interesting question crying
out for explanation is not “why do living things die?”
but “why is the universe so biased toward life?” As Moltmann declares, evolution does not narrate a “war of
nature” but the triumph of life!87 Theologically, what
accounts for the triumph of life is the presence and
activity of the eschatological Spirit of God.
Second, for many people, the pervasiveness of death raises
serious questions about the goodness of God and the moral
integrity of creation. The existence of suffering, death,
and the natural extinction of so many living creatures
just seems to be morally wrong. Scripture’s por
trayal of the moral significance of death is complex.
At times, particularly when it is linked with human
sin, death is seen as a great tragedy, the judgment of
God on human depravity (e.g., Rom. 1:32; 5:12; 6:16,
23; 7:5, 11; 8:2; James 1:15; Rev. 21:8) and the last
enemy to be destroyed (1 Cor. 15:26; cf. 1 Tim. 2:10;
Rev. 21:4). At other times, however, death is assumed
to be a natural part of the created order.88 Ecclesiastes
expresses this well: “For everything there is a season,
and a time for every matter under heaven: a time

to be born, and a time to die ..." (3:1ff.). The Psalm
ist writes, “As for mortals, their days are like grass;
they flourish like a flower of the field; for the wind
passes over it, and it is gone, and its place knows
it no more” (Ps. 103:15). The writer of Ecclesiastes
assumes that all people await a common destiny:
the righteous and the wicked, the good and the evil,
the clean and the unclean, those who sacrifice and
those who do not sacrifice—all of them alike depart
to “the realm of the dead” where “there is neither
working nor planning nor knowledge nor wisdom”
(Eccles. 9:2, 10, NIV).89

In such passages, death is portrayed in negative
terms as a tragedy for human beings not because of
its connection with sin and judgment but because it
represents an existential crisis: it extinguishes human
hopes and dreams and is the end of human subjectiv
ity. The Psalmist protests to God, “In death there is
no remembrance of you; in Sheol who can give you
praise?” (Ps. 6:5). Ecclesiastes 9:4-6 laments,
whoever is joined with all the living has hope ...
but the dead know nothing; they have no more
reward, and even the memory of them is lost. Their
love and their hate and their envy have already
perished; never again will they have any share in
all that happens under the sun.

Death is not tragic simply because it is the end of
life in general; death is tragic because it is the end
of personhood. The death of nonhuman creatures,
including the prehuman ancestors of modern human
beings, is not tragic in the same sense or degree that
human death is tragic.90 Death as a naturally occur
ring phenomenon becomes morally relevant only with
the emergence of personhood, because it threatens
personal existence, not merely creaturely existence. To
be sure, human beings share much in common with
other living beings. Like all other creatures, they
are animated by the breath of life and are molded
from the same biological material, the basic build
ing blocks for life, and along with other creatures of
the sixth day (Gen. 1:24-26), they are produced from
the dust of the earth (Gen. 2:7). As Ray Anderson
puts it, “creatureliness is an undifferentiated field on
which the occasion of the human occurs.”91 Theologi
cally, however, humans are unique; by God’s design,
calling, and covenant, they transcend mere creatureliness and exist as persons made in God’s own image
and likeness. With the emergence of human persons,
death gains existential and ethical significance. Life
and death now pose ultimate questions to human
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beings about their nature, purpose, calling, and
destiny.

To understand the moral and spiritual relevance of
death that is unique to human beings, let us briefly
consider an analogy: sexuality. Like death, sexuality
becomes morally and spiritually relevant only with
the emergence of personhood. For nonhuman crea
tures, sexuality is not a moral, ethical, or existential
question; it is merely a biological function of creaturely existence. However, for human beings made
in God’s image, sexuality is not simply a biological
function of creaturely existence but is now deeply
integrated with personhood, and thus with subjectiv
ity, personal dignity, individual and social identity,
interpersonal relations and ethics, and spirituality
(becoming “one flesh,” as Gen. 2:24 puts it).

The good news of the gospel is that the Son of God
became one of us, entering into our perishable
human form and suffering our fate.92 Thus, God deals
with the problem of suffering and death by entering
into it in the person of Jesus Christ, whose death on
the cross in solidarity with humanity and resurrec
tion from the grave gives us eschatological hope for
everlasting life in the new creation. The Bible offers
us not a rationalization for the existence of suffering
and death, but the promise of resurrection through
participation in Christ. Thus, it offers us eschatologi
cal hope.93

Third, the Bible, in particular Paul, teaches a perspective
about death that seems to contradict what science is tell
ing us about evolutionary history. According to Paul,
in passages such as Roman 5 and 1 Corinthians 15,
death entered the world through the sin of Adam,
whom Paul depicts as being the first living man
(along with his wife Eve, the first living woman). In
traditional evangelical readings, Paul appeals to the
creation and fall of Adam and Eve to explain the uni
versality of sin based on the solidarity of all human
beings with Adam and his sinful state, resulting in
death. Modern science raises at least two problems
with the traditional (more or less literalistic) evangel
ical understanding of this passage. First, as discussed
earlier, modern science has demonstrated beyond
reasonable doubt that death existed long before the
emergence of human beings. Second, genomic evi
dence indicates that the original human population
consisted of at least several thousand individuals; we
do not all descend from one original human couple.94
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A number of biblical scholars have wrestled with
the implications of modern evolutionary science as
it relates to the historicity and theological signifi
cance of Adam and Eve.95 Denis Lamoureux argues
that Genesis teaches theological truths in outmoded
cultural forms (ancient science and cosmology). This
allows Lamoureux to retain important theological
commitments, such as the universality of human
sin, while dispensing with the historical Adam and
Eve. While Lamoureux’s overall approach is very
helpful, his rhetoric here unfortunately tends to
suggest that what really matters is the “kernel” of
theological truth within the text, not the “shell” of
its cultural-textual form. Thus, Lamoureux (perhaps
unintentionally) erects a false dichotomy between
form and content.96 I agree with John Collins that
“the worldview is not an abstraction from the story;
one cannot treat the story simply as the husk, which
we then discard once we have discovered the (per
haps timeless) concepts.” Such concepts only “gain
their power from their place in the story.”97 Much
better are Lamoureux’s statements about divine
accommodation, which explain that “the Bible is the
Word of God delivered in the words of humans”
(p. 69).98 Both form and content are crucial to what
God is doing in revelation, even if we must subse
quently apply hermeneutical tools to grasp the text’s
present significance.
Collins defends the position that Adam and Eve
were historical people whose sin constituted a
historical “fall,” which caused the universal condi
tion of human sinfulness (often termed depravity).
However, in order to account for the findings of con
temporary science (namely common descent from
prehuman forms, the emergence of modern human
beings at least 40,000 years ago, and an original
human population size of perhaps several thousand),
he proposes that Adam and Eve were “at the head
waters of the human race” as the chieftain and queen
of an original human tribe.99 While Collins’s view is
helpful in that it aims to take science seriously, his
proposal falls prey to two sets of weaknesses. On the
one hand, biblical literalists will reject it for taking
too many liberties with the text. They have a point;
Collins is explicitly attempting to retain the histo
ricity of the creation and fall of a literal Adam and
Eve, but he clearly goes beyond the narrative with
his original tribe solution. On the other hand, those
holding to literary interpretation will criticize Collins

for not going far enough in recognizing the narra
tives as theological rather than historical literature.100

doctrine of “original sin” (a fall from original righ
teousness at the dawn of human history).108

Peter Enns rejects a literal-historical interpretation of
Adam and Eve in favor of a theological-literary one.
For Enns, Adam is a literary, proto-Israel and proto
Christ figure.101 He argues that Paul reads the Adam
story (and the Old Testament generally) theologically
in order to explain the significance of Christ’s death
and resurrection.102 Thus, “Paul’s understanding of
Adam is shaped by Jesus, not the other way around.”
Similarly, with regard to sin and salvation, “the solu
tion reveals the plight,” not the other way around.103
Tremper Longman III also advocates a literary view,
which classifies Genesis 1-3 as “high-style prose
narrative.” Consequently, Longman believes that
it is not necessary to regard Adam as historical in
order to stay true to the text.104 Concerning passages
such as Romans 5 and 1 Corinthians 15, Longman
suggests that Paul’s interpretive strategy was to
employ a literary-historical analogy. He approvingly
cites Conor Cunningham’s statement that “Paul was
not interpreting the [Genesis] story in and for itself;
he was really interpreting Christ through the use of
images in the story.”105

In the theological-literary view, Adam is sinful humanity.109 As F. F. Bruce explains,

My own view is that Adam and Eve are theologicalliterary figures to whom Paul refers analogously (in
agreement with Longman and Enns). How then do
I explain the universality of sin? Collins asserts that
only a historical reading of the creation and fall of
Adam can preserve the Christian doctrines of origi
nal sin, the universality of sin (human depravity),
and by extension certain aspects of Christian soteriology.106 Collins’s own proposal succeeds on one level,
but it does so only by pushing the problem back to
Adam. Thus, a nagging question persists: why did
Adam sin?107 This question is particularly troubling
when one considers that Adam’s circumstances
were, in the traditional reading, much more ideal
than ours. In the traditional view, Adam had a per
fect parent (God himself!), a perfect spouse, a perfect
physical and psychological constitution, and a per
fect natural and social environment in which all of
his needs were met in abundance. Considering this,
I suggest that it is actually more difficult for the tradi
tional view to explain why Adam sinned than for those
endorsing a theological-literary Adam to explain
why human beings universally sin. It is possible to
observe that all human beings suffer the effects of a
“sin of origin” (to which all are enslaved, unable to
free themselves) without requiring the Augustinian

It is not simply because Adam is the ancestor of
mankind that all are said to have sinned in his
sin (otherwise it must be argued that because
Abraham believed God all his descendants were
automatically involved in this belief); it is because
Adam is mankind.110

The force of Paul’s argument in its appeal to Adam
is not to ground the universality of sin historically,
but to illustrate it by depicting human solidarity in
sin (in Adam). He employs the illustration in the
service of his larger purpose, which is to ground the
salvation of human beings in Jesus Christ, this salva
tion being universal in scope (thus the Adam-Christ
typology), but particular in application (the “many”
in Romans 5), as it is appropriated through faith.
Thus, “The effect of the comparison between Adam
and Christ is not so much to historicize the original
Adam as to bring out the individual significance of
the historic Christ,” says James Dunn.111

Sin and Death in Eschatological
Perspective
In light of the eschatological view of becoming
human as proposed in this article, sin is an existen
tial possibility that arises only with the emergence
of human personhood. Previously, as creatures who
had not yet attained personhood, the prehuman
ancestors of modern humans behaved in ways sim
ilar to other animals because such behavior had long
promoted survival.112 According to modern human
standards, we would find much of this behavior rep
rehensible but not sinful in the proper theological
sense (e.g., it is not sinful for a predatory animal
to kill and eat its prey). With the emergence of the
human, however, we now have beings with whom
God relates personally, beings whom God uniquely
equips and calls to reflect the divine image by emu
lating God’s character and pursuing God’s own
purposes for creation as God’s representatives. Creaturely patterns and behavior that were formerly
morally neutral gain ethical significance because
they must now be considered within the emergent
domain of human personhood. Accordingly, along
with the emergence of human beings comes also the
existential possibility of sin (and the theologically
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conceived possibility of spiritual death).113 Sin results
from the willful refusal to follow God’s gracious call
to transcend mere creaturely existence; it is a refusal
to embrace our eschatological destiny as image bear
ers and partakers in the divine nature (2 Pet. 1:4).114
The call to be human is both a gift to be received
in the present and an eschatological destiny to be
pursued into the future by God’s active, initiating,
and enabling grace. While “being human as gift” is
something that we simply receive from God, “being
human as destiny” is something that we can resist,
distort, and even finally reject. No one can become
fully human in the ultimate sense without God’s
ongoing, consummating grace; and, in light of sin, no
one can become fully human in the redemptive sense
(i.e., new creation, new humanity) without God’s
active, redeeming, and saving grace. We all inevit
ably experience the reality of sin and are culpable in
perpetuating it, but by God’s justifying, sanctifying,
and glorifying grace, we are forgiven, cleansed, and
look forward to our final transformation into Christ’s
likeness. This transformative, saving work of the
triune God thus both pervades and transcends our
evolutionary development. As Ted Peters suggests,
God’s eschatological new creation is a pull from the
future, not merely a push from the past.115

Our final transformation in Christ shares continu
ity with our evolutionary history but is not causally
determined by it. God’s “ultimate” act of saving
grace with respect to the present creation is tran
scendent and contingent, rather than immanent and
necessary, even as it enters, directs, and imparts
coherent meaning to the present “penultimate”
order.116 Our prototype is Christ, not Adam; it is
only by sharing in Christ’s resurrection that we will
finally and fully enter the new creation, even as our
hope-filled anticipation of that resurrection reorients
and redefines our present existence “in Christ.”

Conclusion
In this article, I have argued that a trinitarian eschato
logical hermeneutic, applied to the doctrine of
creation, helps us to make theological sense of evo
lution. My intention has not been to attempt to settle
all of the questions that evolution raises for theology,
but to offer a theological framework within which
we may discuss such questions fruitfully and pro
pose provisional solutions that respect the integrity
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of both science and theology as we seek to under
stand the complex and glorious world that God has
created.
^
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